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PROCEEDINGS 
CASA: Curriculum, Academic  

Standards and Assessment 
 

 

The mission of Mohave Community College is to be a learning-centered institution, serving all 

constituencies, inspiring excellence through innovative learning methodologies and empowering 

students to succeed. 

 

Date: Thursday, 8/18/16  

Time:  1:30 – 3:00 p.m.  

Location:  ITV – All Campuses  

   
In Attendance 

 Kingman Campus:  Paula Norby (Chair), Jennifer Shumway, Katrina Caporaletti, Michelle Brehmeyer, 
Rosemarie LeFebvre, Regina Russell, Shannon Sheaff, Ana Masterson, Candace Hofstadter, Doug Bunn, 
Cindy Garrison, Andra Goldberg, Rebecca Gmoser, John Kitts, Ann King, John Hansen, Don Weide, Mike 
Holt, Paula McNichols, Danette Bristle, Lisa Downey, Mark Kucharek, Melissa Wadley (recording) 

 Bullhead City Campus: Jason Gee, Tracy Gift, Faye Kidwell, Robert Kuzma, Jim Morris, Matt Butcher, 
Jennifer Woolston, Vanja Velickovska, Richie Mitten 

 Lake Havasu City Campus:  Eric Pope, Katie White, Stephanie Dieringer, Alan Hall, Pam Galovich, Liz 
Briere, Lori Hogue, Michelle Schmidt, Jenna Felish, Lori Howell 

 North Mohave Campus:  Carolyn Hamblin 
 

1. Announcements 
A. Three committees have been merged together into one.  The goal is to meet once a month on 

the first Friday of the month.  Today is orientation and a small amount of business.   
i. Paula Norby is the chair, Candace Hofstadter is co-chair for Kingman Campus, Laurel 

Clifford is co-chair for Lake Havasu Campus, and Robert Kuzma is co-chair on the 
Bullhead City Campus. 

ii. Please hold questions to the end of each section, Paula Norby will ask for input from 
each campus before moving on to the next section. 

iii. Please come prepared to each meeting, as there will be a lot of material to cover.  
Attachments will be sent out a week prior to each meeting. 

iv. The curriculum portion of this committee is one of the most important things that the 
committee will work on as an institution.  Integrity in the curriculum is important, it 
means MCC has and adheres to standards; curriculum is peer-reviewed.  MCC’s transfer 
partners and accrediting bodies appreciate the integrity and review of curriculum. 

v. Contact the office of instruction or the co-chairs to add items to the agenda. 
a. Carolyn Hamblin inquired regarding membership for North Mohave Campus 

since they do not have a lead faculty member.  Paula will follow-up on the this 
inquiry. 

b. Please send attendance to Melissa Wadley (mwadley@mohave.edu) at the end 
of the meetings. 
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B. Please keep Outlook calendars up to date for ease of scheduling appointments.  Jen Shumway 
will be following up on Cycle of Learning reports and scheduling times. 

C. Confirm ATF memberships with Jennifer Shumway and attendance to the meetings. 
 

2. Important Dates 
A. Academic Calendar  
B. Notifications of assessment needs to be sent out to faculty, cycle of learning, and writing across 

the curriculum due by 9/1/16.  
i. Each program has identified a Writing Across the Curriculum course.  Many present 

faculty were confused about Writing Across the Curriculum, WACm, and were gearing 
towards a reading assessment included in the cycle of learning.  Writing Across the 
Curriculum will be revisited later in the agenda. 

C. Cycle of Learning Reports (spring data) due 9/15/16.  Follow-up with Jennifer Shumway 
available. 

D. Course and program revisions for the 2017-18 catalog need to be submitted in ACRES by 
11/1/16 to ensure they are in the new catalog 
  

3. Review and Approve Proceedings from Prior Meetings 
A. Proceedings from 4/22/16 Academic Standards Committee 

i. John Kitts moved to approve, Rebecca Gmoser seconded the motion, proceedings 
accepted as presented. 

B. Proceedings from 5/5/16 Curriculum Committee 
i. Paula McNichols moved to approve, Andra seconded the motion, proceedings 

accepted as presented. 
C. Proceedings from 4/26/16 Assessment Committee 

i. Alan Hall moved to approve, John Kitts seconded the motion, proceedings accepted as 
presented. 
  

4. Standing Reports (if applicable) 
A. Report on Writing Across the Curriculum  

i. MCC is a Writing Across the Curriculum college, it’s in the policies and procedures 
manual, transfer partners know MCC as a Writing Across the Curriculum institution.  
Nothing has changed.  In 2011 MCC joined the assessment academy with HLC and chose 
the writing assessment as part of the academy project. 

ii. Some of the things that changed by joining the academy included:   
a. Expanding assessment of career and technical programs to include more direct 

measures of student learning and to bring them into the Writing Across the 
Curriculum. Writing Across the Curriculum is now college-wide which may differ 
than how it started 10 years ago. 

b. Expand assessment strategies to non-academic areas of the college.  Academy 
goals are listed.   

c. MCC went through the academy, strengthened Writing Across the Curriculum, 
examined artifacts and participated in workinars.  MCC is not done with Writing 
Across the Curriculum.  MCC continues to be a Writing Across the Curriculum 
college.  MCC is done with the HLC WACm academy project which was a 
distinctly separate project from standard operations.   

http://mohave.edu/Assets/documents/Academics/Calendar/academic%20calendar%202016_2017.pdf
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d. After reviewing proceedings, listening, and discussing with others, some 
personnel felt that Writing Across the Curriculum was too restrictive with the 
rubric, large paper, and percentage of grade.  The committee had a lack of 
common criteria as to what constitutes a Writing Across the Curriculum course, 
so it went undefined for teachers and students.   

iii. This year P. Norby would like to reestablish criteria of what it means to be a Writing 
Across the Curriculum course.  Suggesting a course could have one large essay of 1500 
words or more (same as before), multiple short essays around 350 words each, or 
portfolio of student writing containing a series of writings with assignment applicable to 
the workplace (memos, briefs, etc.).  CTE areas may have a series of writings, briefs, 
memos, not necessarily an essay. 

iv. P. Norby proposed to have a taskforce to look at scoring student writing, revising the 
current rubric, provide some training and professional development to provide student 
feedback.  Writing Across the Curriculum is more than just learning to write better, it’s 
also writing to learn.  Taskforce would collect artifacts at the end of the semester, help 
programs examine the samples, and improve the programs; providing a definition of 
what a Writing Across the Curriculum course constitutes.  Jennifer Woolston 
volunteered to chair the taskforce. 

a. Taskforce memberships will come together next week. 
b. Portfolios may be taken from the courses that have been identified as Writing 

Across the Curriculum courses.   
c. Standards will need to be well defined for the long essay, short essays, and 

portfolios.  Taskforce will need to look at modified rubrics where needed 
(portfolio containing a cover letter, resume, company research, memo, etc.). 

d. Tension exists between making more classes Writing Across the Curriculum and 
the backend oversight/evaluation portion.  Peer review will assist with balancing 
the load between programs, student feedback, and improvement of writing 
assignments everywhere, along with professional development opportunities. 

e. Dr. John Kitts was suggested as another member of the taskforce. 
f. R. LeFebvre stated that current institutional policy defines Associate of General 

Education (AGEC) courses as Writing Across the Curriculum; criteria exist as part 
of the guideline.  Criteria were part of the course packages to make faculty 
aware of the requirement.  Her understanding is that for 2016-17 this would 
impact courses outside the AGEC, which are not already defined in the policy and 
procedure manual (as general education).  The AGEC in transfer and articulation 
agreements (TAGs) are identified and quantified and should be used by the 
taskforce going forward and non-AGEC courses will be identified college-wide by 
the taskforce. (40:57) 

g. The policy was included for review; it is not prescriptive on the form of the 
writing samples.  Defining different samples (long essay, short essay, portfolio) 
gives MCC a menu when communicating what a Writing Across the Curriculum 
course is to students and faculty. 

h. Associate faculty should be notified from lead faculty that a course is a Writing 
Across the Curriculum course. 

 
B. Cycle of Learning Reports 
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i. It’s all about student assessment, and asking what the student should be able to know 
and do.  In examining the reports, P. Norby looked at what was assessed, why it was 
assessed, the measurements lining up with what was assessed, analysis of what was 
learned and how the loop was closed. (47:36) 

ii. Most reports fell spot-on with the first three components well.  Reports were sorted 
into emerging, stable, mature categories.  Examples from the cycle of learning reports 
were used to clarify the categories. 

a. The mature writing program included great projects, research papers, large 
essays, comparisons, contrasts.  Mature category noted the proper use of APA 
style which was common.  In terms of closing the loop, they noted that they 
would provide more resources to students for proper formatting.  Refer to 
student success center, learning center, embedded librarian, etc. – closing the 
loop was specific.   

b. A stable writing program learned that there was a lack of utilization of research 
methods.  The comment was very general.  What was it about the research 
methods that needed to be improved on, perhaps sources not researched?  
Having students use embedded librarian was the recommendation to close the 
loop.  A specific module would be more appropriate to include in the 
recommendation. 

c. An emerging program stated that they would have students work on APA 
formatting.  Having students write more APA papers was the recommendation 
for closing the loop.  The details were vague and did not include giving the 
students the resources to become better at using APA. 

iii. As programs look at cycle of learning reports, assessment, classes and 
recommendations, specific interventions will be needed on how to improve student 
learning. 50:50 
 

C. Assessment updates 
i. Moving forward, programs may meet with Jennifer Shumway for assistance on specific 

focus on student learning. Caution is given to programs using standardized assessments 
if item analysis is not received.   

ii. Program reviews are being read now, and personal feedback will be given soon. 
Appointments for reviews will be made next week. 

 
5. Items for Attention 

A. Review revised curriculum approval process (J. Shumway) 
i. Presented PowerPoint on altered review process 

ii. Cross-departmental review meetings will occur every second Friday (convened by 
associate deans) as a last cleanup before addition to the CASA agenda.  Reviewers have 
the options to return to ACRES for revision or forward to CASA for approval. 

iii. A. Masterson requested that advisors be included on the cross-departmental review. 
iv. The curriculum and articulation pages on the MCC website contain ATF resource 

worksheets and tips for writing course goals (under curriculum resources on right tool 
bar widget). 

v. S. Sheaff requested that any new programs contact financial aid department for 
advanced discussions, specifically non-standard courses. 
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vi. Technology accommodations will be made for assisting multisite cross-departmental 
reviews. 

vii. Discussion on the pilot course process was raised.  Suggestions, ideas, clarity were 
requested.  A. Masterson would like student services input to consider outreach, 
market, target student population, etc. 
 
Committee consensus that pilot courses would come to CASA, and pilot courses would 
be voted on for approval to move to President’s council. 
 

6. Adjournment  3:02pm 

 


